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Sudbury Station to Bures Station:
6-7 miles

T

his is the area which gave both Gainsborough
and Constable their inspiration, but the history
of the valley you traverse has its roots much deeper
in history than this, as evinced by the Anglo-Saxon
place names themselves: Sudbury – South Fort,
Cornard – Corn Land, Lamarsh – Lambs Marsh,
Alphamstone – Aelfhelms Farm, Bures – cottages.

O

ut of Sudbury station turn immediately to
your left and then left again to follow a track
running parallel to the railway line. Follow the
pathway until you reach the level crossing and turn
right into the track leading towards the meadow
(Cornard Riverside Walk). Keep straight on alongside
an arm of the river until you reach the Stour itself.
Turn left over the concrete bridge, and follow the
bank through the willow woods. Follow the main
track left into the trees and head towards the houses.

C

ross the railway by a gated crossing and climb
a track by a nursing home into the main
street of Cornard village. Turn right and after about
three quarters of a mile, turn left into Head Lane
immediately past the King’s Head public house. By
a school sign turn right onto a footpath running
alongside number 38. Pass the school on your left to
reach the recreation ground. On reaching the ground,
turn right down a footpath, then left, heading for the
floodlights of Cornard FC. On reaching the perimeter
of the recreation ground, turn left and follow the
boundary until you pass through a fence close to the
basketball courts about two thirds of the way along
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the bottom of the sports field, heading towards a
red brick building (Cornard Dynamos FC). [Note that
this is not a footpath, but it is evidently used as such,
and you may need to take a slight detour if there is
a football game in progress.] Pass the brick building
and cross the adjacent car park into Backhouse Lane.

T

urn right and follow the lane past the country
park sign. Then on the bend, turn left following
a way-marked path into the park. Where the path
turns to the left, fork right over a wooden bridge,
and proceed through the path on the field towards
Cornard Mere. Follow the way-marked signs round
the left of the mere to the main road. Cross over the
road and pass under a small railway bridge directly
ahead across a small meadow. Walk straight on down
the right hand side of the sewage works perimeter
fence and cross a bridge onto Shalfords meadows.
Pass diagonally left across the meadows towards the
village of Great Henny on the far side. Cross the River
Stour by a footbridge.

F

or those requiring refreshment the Swan Inn is
approximately 50 yards down the road to the
right.

T

urn left onto the road and keep straight on,
passing through a particularly beautiful part
of the Stour Valley dotted with isolated thatched
cottages.

P

ass under the power lines and just before the
sign for Lamarsh, turn left into a signposted
footpath. Keep to the left hand edge of the field by
the ditch. Follow the path and power lines across
a small meadow, keeping to the grassy track. Keep
straight on, keeping the ditch to your left.

H

ead towards the railway bridge running
over the Stour, and turn right along a trail
paralleling the railway line through a wood. At the
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track crossing the railway, turn right and head up the
track to the end of it. When the track joins the road,
turn left and follow the road past Lamarsh church.
Carry on up the road, bearing left in Lamarsh, then
past the Lamarsh Lion public house, and where the
lane swings sharply right uphill, go straight ahead
down a trail signposted ‘private road’. Follow this
through a farm whence it becomes a grassy track
dropping to cross the railway line via stiles. Go over
the railway and into a meadow bordering the Stour.
Follow the hedge, keeping the Stour to your left.
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W

hen the hedge almost reaches the river bank,
turn right over the stile and into a shelter
belt of pine trees. Follow the path until it joins a
track. Follow this straight ahead towards Bures which
can be seen in the distance.
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A

t the edge of the village the track swings right
into a farm yard. Fork left here onto a small
path and follow this, keeping the high red brick wall
to your right into the village. Emerging onto Station
Road (opposite The Swan public house), turn right
and Bures station is located to the left just before the
road passes under the railway bridge.
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